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CHAPTER

GRAMMATICALIZATION
IN KOREAN
SEONGHA

1.

RHEE

INTRODUCTION

Korean is one of the world's major languages, with approximately 78 million
speakers, mostly residing in the Korean peninsula. It was formerly written in
three systems using Chinese characters pronounced in the Korean way either taking
the phonetic value or the semantic value of the character. Therefore, how a
particular word or phrase in the literature dating from the 6th to nth centuries
written in these systems should be read is often controversial. In 1443 a national
writing system, called Hangeul, was developed by King Sejong the Great. Designed
on the phonemic principle, Hangeul is an alphabetical system written in a syllablebased block. It is written with inter-lexical spaces, unlike other neighboring
languages. The historical significance of Hangul is that its invention enabled
uncontroversial documentation of Korean from the 15th century.
The genealogical classification ofKorean is debated. Some linguists (e.g. Ramstedt
1939) place it in the Altaic language family since it has such linguistic properties as
vowel harmony, agglutination, avoidance of certain sounds in onset, etc., while
others consider it a language isolate because of a lack of convincing evidence linking
Korean to other languages (Song 2005; Sohn 2001[1999] ). It is an agglutinative
language in its morphology and has an SOV word order.
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Situated in a peninsula, Korea's linguistic contact was largely limited to its
bordering country, China. Chinese heavily influenced Korean vocabulary from its
supposed introduction in the second century BC. It is supposed that about 60 per
cent ofthe vocabulary is ofChinese origin (Sohn 2001: 13), but a considerably lower
percentage of Sino-Korean words is used in daily life. Many words of Japanese
origin entered the Korean lexis during the early 20th century when Japan occupied
Korea, but a nationwide effort eliminated much of the Japanese linguistic influence
after the occupation ended. More recently, with the growing importance ofEnglish
as the world's lingua franca coupled with English-friendly language policies, a large
number of English words are also in use. However, the effect of the language
contact with these languages is largely confined to the lexis, and the grammatical
influence is nearly nonexistent.

2.

2.1.

GRAMMATICALIZATION

Grammaticalization Studies in History

Grammaticalization studies were begun in Korea in the 1950s by historical linguists
who termed the phenomenon hesa-hwa 'the process whereby words become
empty' (Yu 1962: 201). This nomenclature seems to have been inspired by Chinese
scholars, who contrasted the functional items (xuci: hesa 'empty word' in Korean)
with lexical items (shici: silsa 'content word' in Korean).
Early discussion of grammaticalization often resorted to such notions as
weakening and loss, corresponding to the bleaching model (Heine, Claudi, and
Hiinnemeyer 1991) in the western tradition. Up until the 1980s most grammaticalization studies addressed emergence of grammatical forms from the existence
verb (Lee 1956; Yu 1962), nominative markers (K. Lee 1958; S. Lee 1958), postpositions (Kim 1975; Lee 1976; An 1983; Lee 1987), and tense-aspect-modality
markers (Huh 1987, Han 1986).
The 1990s saw a sharp increase in interest in grammaticalization studies. Much
research was carried out in the grammaticalization framework. Notable doctoral
dissertations in this period include Ko (1995) and Rhee (1996), who addressed
grammaticalization of verbs, Lee (1991) and Oh (1998), who presented a comprehensive description of tense-aspect-modali~y markers, as well as Chung (1993) and
Ahn (1996), who addressed the grammaticalization of nouns. In the following
decades research continued in sentence-final markers (also often called 'sentential
endings'), postpositions, and auxiliary verbs, and such important works as Jung
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(2001), Kang (2001) and numerous others contributed to the grammaticalization
scholarship.

2.2.

Domains of Grammaticalization

2.2.1. Morphophonological

Change

Phonological erosion is a common concomitant to grammaticalization. Erosion of
sounds may eventually lead to loss of morphemes. Unlike isolating and inflectional
languages Korean morphology is quite complex because ofits agglutinating nature.
Agglutinated morphemes often lose phonologically or semantically non-salient
elements in them. The Korean light verb is a paradigm example ofhow the erosion
of a word can cause a large-scale change in grammar (Rhee 2009c) .
The light verb ha- was polysemous in Middle Korean with the two meanings of
'do' and 'say'. By virtue of being 'light' in semantics, and being an utterance verb,
known for its susceptibility to grammaticalization across languages, it came to be
used in many grammatical constructions of diverse functions. These periphrastic
constructions, being subject to high frequency, came to lose the light verb that was
pivotal in the creation of the constructions. The loss was largely due to the lack of
phonological and semantic prominence of ha- and increased inter-morphemic
bonding. This erosion often triggered the erosion of other morphemes that
occurred near it.
An initial consequence of the loss is the awkward situation where a constellation
of multiple linguistic forms in a word cannot be appropriately analysed through
traditional morphosyntactic rules. This situation triggers reanalysis whereby the
remnants are construed as single grammatical units and as carrying the function
that is morphosyntactically amenable. This invisibility of the light verb triggers a
wholesale morphophonological change that affected hundreds of formerly periphrastic constructions. Some of the dramatic examples of massive erosion are the
genesis of the identificational topic marker -Zan and declarative adnominalizer
- tan, as shown below:
(1)

a. -la-ko-ha-nun-kes-un
> -Zan
SF-CONN-say-AON-thing-TOP TOP
b. -ta-ko-ha-nun
SF-CONN-say-ADN

(2)

> -tan
ADN

a. hakkyo-lan
kongpwuha-nun
kos-i-ta
school-TOP
study-ADN
place-be-DECL
'A school is a place where (you) study.' (< A thing that (people) call a
school is ... )
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b. keki
ka-keyss-tan mal
ha-n
eek
eps-ta
there go-FuT-ADN word say-ADN time not.exist-DECL
'I didn't say that I would go there.' (< I didn't say the word that
I would ... )
An implication of this grammatical change is that it triggered the emergence of
diverse paradigms of grammatical morphemes, a process whereby newly emerging
forms create multiple layers of grammatical forms within a paradigm. In this
layering, different forms ofthe same origin enter into functional division oflabour,
and some identical forms show functional divergence between semantically more
conservative and more innovative functions, the latter being more subjective.
2.2.2.

Syntagmatic change

Since grammaticalization occurs in a local context where linguistic forms create
a construction with increased inter-lexical bonding, the construction often
undergoes a reanalysis whereby a string of multiple linguistic forms is treated as
a single unit. In Korean, as is common among agglutinating languages, such
functional reanalyses often lead to reductive formal changes involving creation of
portmanteau morphs.
One of the most common types of syntagmatic change observed in Korean is the
emergence ofauxiliaries derived from serial verb constructions (see section 2.3.3 for
examples). In a serial verb construction, where two verbs are serialized by means of
a nonfinite marker, the construction originally refers to two events that occur in
sequence e.g. ccic-e-peli- 'tear and throw away,' pilli-e-cwu- 'lend and give'. Since
language users tend to pay more attention to one of the two events, typically the
first one (i.e. 'tearing' and 'lending'), the second event tends to be interpreted in a
more abstract way, thus making it subsidiary to the first event. Therefore the
construction with two main verbs becomes a construction with one main verb
and one auxiliary, with the functional reinterpretation of -e-peli- as completive
marker, and -e-cwu- as benefactive marker in the above examples.
Another paradigm example of syntagmatic reanalysis involves the genesis of
tense markers. For instance, Modern Korean has two future tense markers: -keyssand -ul-kes-i-. The emergence of the monomorphemic -keyss- is the result of a
massive syntagmatic reduction ofa periphrasis, -key-hay-e-iss- 'MODE-do-NF-exist-'
(Huh 1982: 38; Rhee 1996: 109-10). The periphrastic -ul-kes-i- '-PROS.AON-thing-be-'
is formally transparent in terms of its internal structure, whose meaning can be
rendered as 'x is a thing that y is prospectively z' but its semantic cohesion is such
that it is construed simply as a futurity marker. One notable aspect ofthis change is
syntactic upgrading whereby the subordinate clause becomes the matrix clause and
the predicate ofthe original matrix clause becomes a part ofthe constellation ofthe
sentence-final markers in what is now the matrix clause, as illustrated in (3).
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pi-ka
o-1
kes-i-ta
rain-NOM come-PROS.AON thing-be-DECL
'It will rain.' (< Lit: It is (the) thing (in which) the rain comes prospectively.)

2.2.3. Paradigmatic

Change

Grammaticalization can effect a significant change by triggering a large-scale
reorganization of an existing paradigm or creating an entirely new paradigm.
This is well observed in Korean in recent studies on sentence-final markers,
complementizers, and conditionals.
Korean has a large number of sentence-final markers, both ultimate and penultimate, depending on the sentence types, formality levels, politeness, and speaker's
stance in addition to tense, aspect, and modality. An ongoing language change is a
shift of certain connectives into sentence-final markers (Sohn 1995; Lee and Park
1999; Sohn and Park 2002; Jung 2001, Rhee 2002). For instance, -ketun, which
formerly functioned as a conditional connective, now also functions as a sentencefinal marker for speaker-orientedness, discourse-background, and turn-transition.
Similarly, -myense, -nikka, -untey, -nuntey, -key, etc. formerly functioned as connectives but now function in addition as sentence-final markers.
Another category is the complementizers that developed in the 18th and the 19th
centuries (Rhee 2008; 2009b). The construction involved in this development was a
string of a sentence-final marker, a locution verb and a connective, from which the
locution verb, disappeared as a result of phonological erosion, as shown in (4) .
(4)

-ta/-la 'oEcL.sF'
-la 'IMP.SF
-nya 'INT.SF'
-ca HORT.SF

+
+
+
+

ha
ha
ha
ha

'say'
'say'
'say'
say

+
+
+
+

-ko 'coNN'
-ko 'coNN'
-ko 'coNN'
-ko 'coNN

>
>
>
>

-tako/-lako 'coMP'
-lako 'coMP'
-nyako 'coMP'
-cako 'coMP

A historical survey suggests that the declarative-based complementizer -tako came
into being first, and then others followed its course. This suggests that grammaticalization may be actuated by a structural analogy whereby members of an entire
paradigm may follow the one member that leads the grammaticalization process,
thus creating a whole new paradigm in a short period.
Interestingly, these complementizers also become sentence-final markers through
their frequent use in the elliptical structure where the matrix clause is missing. Again,
with structural analogy all members quickly developed into sentence-final markers.
Still more intriguing is the fact that a group of similar constructions, i.e. those with
the conditional marker -myen in place ofthe connective -ko ofthe source constructions of the complementizers, have been developing into a new sub-paradigm of
conditional markers (Koo and Rhee 2008; Koo 2009). These innovative conditionals
carry a higher level of hypotheticality and intersubjectivity.
All these instances point to the facts that structural analogy can trigger grammaticalization; that grammaticalization based on structural analogy can affect
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the entire paradigm; and that the primary subcategory of a paradigm may lead the
grammaticalization of the other subcategories within the paradigm (Koo and Rhee
2008). They are noteworthy in that these are instances of paradigm-based, contra
exemplar-based, grammaticalization.
2.2.4. Semantico-pragmatic

change

The extent ofgrammaticalization may be fundamentally constrained by the limit of
pragmatics. One intriguing category in Korean showing the crucial role of pragmatics involves the use of silence, i.e. ellipsis. Rhee (2002a) illustrates how grammaticalization of pragmatic forces of exophoric (i.e. situational) ellipsis in
discourse can bring about drastic changes in grammar. Many sentence-final markers in Modern Korean historically evolved from connective markers (Lee and Park
1999; Koo and Rhee 2001) as listed and exemplified in part as follows:.
(5)

Marker Connective function Sentence-final function
-ketun
- nikka
- myense
-ntey
-key

(6)

conditional
reason/cause
concurrence
adversat1ve
mode

topic presentation/reason
addressee-confirmation/contingency
addressee-confirmation/challenge/derisive
surprise I reluctance I reason
Exhortative

a. ku-ka
o-ketun
i
ton-ul
cwu-ela
HE-NOM come-CONN this money-Ace give-IMP
'If he comes, give this money to him.'
a'. ku-ka
onul
yeki o-ketun
he-NOM today here come-SF
'(Guess what!) He is coming here today.' 'It's because he is coming here
today.'
b. nwun-i
o-nikka
mwuchek chwup-ta
snow-NOM come-CONN very
cold-oECL
'As it's snowing, it's very cold.'
b' A: [Do you really have no money?]
B: eps-ta-nikka.
not.exist-DECL-SF
'I don't. (Didn't I say that?)'
c. ku-nun kongpwuha-myense nolay-lul tut-nun-ta
he-TOP study-CONN
song-Ace listen.to-PRS-DECL
'He listens to music while studying.'
c'. A: [I will help you.]
B: ney
il-to
mos
ha-myense?
your
work-even
not
do-sF
'While you cannot finish your own work? (Mind your own work!)'
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The connective function of these forms still survives, rendering the utterance ambiguous between the two opposing functions of connecting clauses and ending sentences
(cf. Ohori's (1995) 'suspended clause'; Evans's (2007) 'insubordination'). From a
discourse perspective, what seems more interesting is that the mechanism of change
operative in all these cases is pragmatic inferences in discourse, where the speaker
chooses the strategic ellipsis of the intended utterance, i.e. the speaker employs
omission of the main clause, thus leaving only the subordinate clause still marked
with a connective at the end ofthe utterance. This intentional ellipsis gives the speaker
certain benefits: utterance economy, relief from commitment to the elided proposition, and the addressee's enriched interpretation from the subordinate clause.
On the other hand, this intentional ellipsis exerts a strong challenging effect on
the addressee. An utterance ended in a connective places the addressee in a
quandary as the linguistic signal, i.e. use of a connective, forces the expectation
of a main clause, while the suprasegmental information, e.g. intonation, clearly
signals the completion of the utterance. It is at this stage that the addressee actively
seeks the elided information in the missing main clause. In this process diverse
meanings are pragmatically inferred. These new meanings form certain patterns
depending on the available inference types derived from the semantics of the
connective markers. These inference patterns in turn become conventionalized in
the utterance-final markers. From this discourse strategy comes the syntactic
change, i.e. the emergence of new sentence types with new sentential-end markers.
This phenomenon is an example of the pragmatic inferences shaping the routes of
semantic changes in grammaticalization (cf. Heine et al. 1991) .

2.3. Grammaticalization

and functional

categories

2.3.1. Nominalizers
Over the years, the large number and variable status of Korean nominalizers have
led to controversy over the exact number of nominalizers in Korean. Nominalization has long attracted the attention of grammaticalization scholars. Notable
research includes Park (1999) and Rhee (2008; in press). Prior to the 15th century,
six nominalizers, i.e. -1, -m, -n, -i, -ki, and-ti, were attested. Ofthese nominalizers,
-1, -n, and -i ceased to function as nominalizers early, and -Z and -n exclusively
function as adnominalizers in Modern Korean. The lexical origins of the primary
nominalizers are as follows (Rhee 2008; in press) :
( )

Nommalizer Lexical
-ti, -ki, -ci 'place'
kes
'thing, skin, surface'
'this'
-m
'regard, consider'

source
(Rhee 2008)
(Hong 1983; Park 1999)
Ryu 1990; Kang 1993
(Hong 1957; Kang 1993)
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Nominalizers carry diverse functions. Primarily they have referring functions for
the first- order entities, i.e. spatial entities such as individuals, things and places,
second- order entities, i.e. temporal entities such as actions, processes and states,
and third- order entities, i.e. propositions. They also have expressive functions such
as sentence-final markers for notices, bullet-point listing, etc. Furthermore, they
carry stance-marking functions for encoding addressee confirmation, feigned/
exaggerated friendship, approval or suggestion-giving, self-assurance, prediction,
determination, exclamation, conjecture, etc. (Rhee in press). The emergence of
such stance-marking functions appears to have followed paths that can be characterized by subjectification and intersubjectification.
2.3.2. Postpositions
Korean is a postpositional language, and a large number of postpositions <leveloped from primary category words such as nouns and verbs (Rhee 2002b). Korean
has an elaborate system of postpositions for specifying fine-grained motional
notions such as ascension, descension, ingression, egression, and reversion, as
well as others that specify the manners and the features of the local geography
involved in motions (Rhee 2002b). The richness and the systematicity of this
system of motional expressions is fundamentally due to the meticulous lexicalization pattern and to the syntactic idiosyncrasy in Korean that makes use of verb
serialization which is compositional and, in principle, unlimited. Some of the
postpositions and lexical sources are as shown in (8) and the use of -neme 'over'
as a postposition is exemplified in (9).
(8)

(9)

Postposition
-neme
-eytayko
-pwuthe
-eytaka
-cocha
-ttala

Meaning/function
‘ over’
'to' (allative)
'from' (ablative)
(to ' ( allati.ve )
even' (NPI)
'on' (adversative)
(

Lexical source
,
'go over
'touch'
'adhere'
'draw near'
'follow'
'follow'

san-neme cak-un
maul-ey
han nom-1
sa-n-ta
hill-over
be.small-AON village-at one old.man-NoM live-PRS-DECL
'There lives an old man in a village over the hill.' (< If (you) go over the hill,
there ... )

Nouns are also a common source of grammaticalization. Since nouns tend to be
embedded in a construction and lose salience before the entire construction
grammaticalizes, postpositions from nominal sources undergo a process whereby
a fully-fledged noun becomes a defective noun. Ahn (1996) sets up three developmental phases each ofwhich can be characterized by the emergence of (1) defective
nouns, (2) clitics, and (3) endings, postpositions and particles. Likewise, Kang
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(2001) presents an analysis of the predicates involving such nouns as pep 'law',
moyang 'shape', kes 'thing', and the 'ground' which eventually grammaticalized into
markers that signal the speaker's modal stances, such as uncertainty, probability,
certainty, etc.
2.3.3. Auxtlzanes
In the development of auxiliaries, Korean recruits lexemes from diverse grammatical categories, but the primary source is the verb category. Rhee (1996) and Oh
(1998) discuss the grammaticalization of verbs into auxiliaries. Rhee (1996) illustrates the development of verbs in the existence, action and deictic movement
categories. These auxiliaries come into grammar by way of serial verb constructions
(see section 2.2.2), where predominantly the non-finite marker -e is used. Unlike
other non-finite markers, -e is known to have a consolidating force facilitating
reinterpretation of two events as one. A partial list of the verbs and auxiliaries thus
developed is as follows (NB -koancass- uses the nonfinite marker -ko):
(10) Auxiliary
eka
-eo-ecz-eppaci-etul-1-kotul-ena-etay-koancass(n)

Meaning/function
contmuative, change-of-state
continuative, change-of-state
passive
viewpoint of deterioration
ingressive, viewpoint of imprudence
inchoative, completive, ampliative
mtens1fier
viewpoint of contempt

Lexical source
' go ,
' come ,
'fall'
'fall into'
'enter'
'exit'
'touch'
'sit'

a. icey
cip-ey
ta
o-eka-n-ta
now
home-at all come-coNT-PRS-DECL
'Now (we) are almost home.' (< Lit.: Now we almost come home and go.)
b. chayk-i
cc1c-ec1-ess-ta
book-NOM
tear-PASs-PST-DECL
'The book is torn.' (< Lit.: The book tore and fell.)

2.3.4. Discourse Markers
Discourse markers constitute one of the major categories of grammaticalized
forms. Among the most common forms of discourse initiators are Issci? 'Look!'
(< Lit. Does it exist?) and Isscanha? 'Look!' (< Lit. Doesn't it exist?). In addition to
these regular discourse markers, an interesting type of discourse markers is observed in Rhee (2004). Certain discourse markers make use ofrhetorical questions,
i.e. questions asked without the intent of soliciting answers, in their development.
Some examples follow:
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eti?
mwelalkka?
ettehsupnikka?
NP-inka?
kukey Q-nyamyen
way NP-isscanha?

Function
emphatICal
pause filler
attention attracter
attention attracter
topic presenter
topic presenter

771

Source meanmg
'Where?'
'What should (I) say?'
'How is (it)?'
Is (it) NP?'
'If you ask who/what .. it is'
'Why, doesn't X exist?'

One peculiarity is that some of these are templates with a slot that allows insertion
ofa range ofitems in the same paradigm (such as an interrogative pronoun in place
of Q and a noun phrase for NP in the above examples) . They seem to be regular
sentences in form, but they can be used discourse-initially, and the extreme
suddenness associated with these forms without contextual cues of what is being
referred to in such literal questions as 'How is (it)?' or 'Is (it) X?' produces an
engaging effect on the addressee. The development of these discourse markers
shows the strategic use of prefabricated constructions for topic management in
discourse.

3.

CONCLUSION

Grammaticalization studies in Korean began in the 1960s, but it was not until the
1990s that serious research in this field truly began. During the past two decades
remarkable progress has been made in grammaticalization scholarship. There are
two aspects that make the study of grammaticalization in Korean particularly
interesting.
First, for its agglutinating nature, Korean has a rich inventory of particles and
endings that await grammaticalization analyses. For instance, a dictionary of
particles and verbal endings by Lee and Lee (2001) contains about 2,240 entries.
Each of these grammatical forms has its own history of grammaticalization. Many
of them are in the process of grammaticalization right before our eyes.
Second, since the use of Korean was largely restricted to the Korean peninsula
without much language contact until about a century ago, grammaticalization
processes in this language were inevitably language-internal changes. Therefore,
grammaticalization studies in Korean should offer an insight as to the extent of
non-contact-induced, language-internal grammaticalization. With increasing contact with foreign languages in recent times, what types of grammatical features
from other languages are susceptible to replication and what their limits are, in the
view of Heine and Kuteva (2005), should be intriguing research questions.
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It is to be noted that many of the grammatical forms currently in use, especially
those whose origins go beyond the Late Middle Korean, do not show their clear
lexical origins, and it is hard for linguists to establish their entire trajectories of
historical change. This is largely due to the fact that the record of Korean written in
Hangeul has less than 600 years of historical depth. Therefore, despite much
progress in the studies of pre-Hangeul Korean records, more research is needed
in this area to better understand the Korean language from the grammaticalization
perspective.

